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I. Introduction

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has been proposed as a way to programmatically control networks, making it easier to deploy new applications and services, as well as tune network policy and performance. The key idea behind SDN is to decouple the data- from the control plane by: (1) removing control decisions from the forwarding hardware, (2) allowing the forwarding hardware to be “programmable” via an open interface, and (3) having a separate entity called “controller” define by software the behavior of the network formed by the forwarding infrastructure, thereby creating a “software-defined network”. OpenFlow[3] has been proposed as the de-facto standard protocol used for communication between the controller and “programmable” switches. The latter forward data according to a “flow table” containing an entry for each flow along with an action (or “rule”) to be invoked when forwarding packets belonging to that flow. A switch’s flow table is built based on the rules sent to the switch by the controller specifying how to forward data for a given flow. SDN techniques to-date, largely target infrastructure-based networks, for example, those found in data centers.

Motivated by a vision of a fully connected world, we explore how SDN can be utilized to support both infrastructure-based and infrastructure-less networks. We also discuss the research challenges involved in augmenting the current SDN model to operate in heterogeneous networked environments. While previous work has examined the use of SDN in wireless environments, their scope has primarily focused on infrastructure-based wireless deployments (e.g., WiMAX, Wi-Fi access points). For example, the idea of a flexible wireless infrastructure supported by OpenFlow was introduced in [7], [6]. The use of OpenFlow in wireless mesh environments has been explored in [1], [2].

However, to our knowledge, no efforts have investigated the challenges and benefits offered by extending the SDN paradigm to heterogeneous networked environments. This paper aims at bridging this gap by exploring the use of software-defined networking in such heterogeneous environments. In Section II, we examine example scenarios that would benefit from enabling SDN in heterogeneous networks. Section III discusses how the current SDN paradigm could be extended to operate in heterogeneous networked environments and the research challenges that will result.

II. User-Assisted Connectivity

We consider heterogeneous networked scenarios that include mobile end-user devices with limited or intermittent connectivity to the network infrastructure, i.e., wired-, cellular- or WiFi infrastructure, but are able to form ad-hoc networks with other nearby units. Additionally, some of the mobile units have multiple network interfaces (e.g., wired/802.11 or 802.11/cellular). In such environment, users connecting through their mobile devices may want to communicate and/or retrieve or store content in the “cloud”. For this use case, we examine two scenarios, one in which SDN is not enabled (called the “traditional” scenario) and the other in which SDN is enabled. We identify and discuss the benefits of the SDN-enabled scenario to both the users and network providers. In our discussion, we assume that the mobile units have agreed to some form of external control insofar as routing decisions are concerned. This of course, raises several issues, which we discuss in Section III.

Let us consider that in the scenario depicted in Figure 1, a user “Alice” wishes to connect to the Internet to access the Web. Unfortunately, she is unable to connect to the infrastructure and joins an ad hoc network instead. Suppose that another user, “Bob”, is connected to both the ad hoc network and an infrastructure-based wireless access network. In our SDN-based architecture, a device such as Bob’s is considered a “Gateway” (GW) device.

Fig. 1. Heterogeneous SDN use case scenario
A. Traditional vs. SDN Enabled Scenarios

Traditional Scenario: Even if we assume the ad hoc network learns how to route to Bob as a gateway, and Bob allows his device to be used as a NAT router by strangers, the mobile data service provider is not aware of the existence of Alice. Bob’s connection is not assigned additional bandwidth, possibly harming performance; the Internet Service Provider is not able to differentiate Alice from Bob and cannot apply any QoS rules, access restriction or any sort of polices over Alice without also applying it over Bob. Furthermore, Bob will be held responsible for Alice’s traffic by the service provider for any possible data overages or illegal activity.

SDN Enabled Scenario: The service provider is made aware when Alice joins the ad hoc network. Therefore, it may decide to offer service to Alice via Bob and provision Bob’s connection accordingly. The service provider may decide to sell Alice a temporary connection plan on the spot, or Alice may have an existing contract on another device. Available resources, past user behavior, or any number of factors can be used on deciding whether to offer service to Alice. The service provider is thus able to maintain control of its network policy while being granted an opportunity for additional business. Alice is able to seamlessly connect to the Internet using a service plan. For his part, Bob may be offered incentives by the service provider, while avoiding performance loss or being held liable for Alice’s traffic.

B. Multiple Gateways

An extension to the base case previously discussed is a scenario with multiple gateways. For example, shortly after Alice joins, a user “Charlie” with access to wired infrastructure also connects to the ad hoc network. In the traditional scenario, traffic is routed solely based on how the MANET protocol handles multiple gateways. In the SDN scenario, the network capacity can be managed based on the policies of the service providers and the characteristics of the available resources. For example, Alice’s traffic may continue to flow through the slower mobile data network instead of the wired network, because she only has a service plan with the mobile data provider; alternatively, the mobile data provider may have an agreement with the wired network such that even Bob’s traffic will flow through Charlie to either increase Bob’s performance or reduce the load on the mobile data network.

C. Service Optimizations

In another possible situation, a group of users in the ad hoc network may be viewing the same content simultaneously (e.g., live streaming of a sport event). Using the base case from above, Bob is the link to the Internet from which the content originates. In the traditional scenario, any optimizations such as caches or CDN are performed either in the provider network or in the cloud; the result may be that Bob’s link to the provider gets saturated with duplicate content. SDN enables routing policies to evolve and promotes the creation of new services; for example, it may be possible to reduce the strain on the limited infrastructure connectivity by caching and retrieving common content locally, or by creating multicast streams on-the-fly for live content.

III. Requirements and Challenges

Enabling SDN in heterogeneous networked environments raises several requirements and research challenges. We discuss some of them below.

a) End-user device limitations: Unlike infrastructure-based networks, in infrastructure-less network environments, such as multi-hop wireless networks, or MANETs, there is no real distinction between network elements (i.e., switches, routers) and end-user devices. The latter perform core network functions like routing and forwarding, as well as source and sink application traffic. Therefore, end devices should be able to communicate with controllers and understand how to handle traffic forwarding rules. But, because in these types of networks, devices are often limited in terms of power, processing, communication, and storage capabilities, protocol overhead should be minimized.

b) Gateway device incentives: From the use case scenario discussed in Section II, it is clear that incentives are necessary to ensure collaboration between nodes in order for gateway devices to agree to forward traffic from other nodes. These new incentive schemes should be able to use the revenue collected through the new offered service and the bandwidth shared by the GW device to reward to contributing GW devices.

c) Resource discovery: Infrastructure-less networks tend to be heterogeneous in terms of the devices they interconnect and the links used to interconnect them. Therefore, a variety of factors should be considered when choosing an end device as gateway ranging from battery lifetime, network connectivity, and trust, to name a few. Clearly, a controller that learns this information would be better equipped to make decisions.

d) Control plane: Several of the independently-operated devices participating in an infrastructure-less network may not be SDN-capable and thus unable to communicate with a SDN controller. However, such devices could receive control information through some other protocol, for example, routing. This calls for a “hybrid” control plane that combines different ways to convey control information to non SDN-capable devices. In the use case example discussed in Section II, Alice should still be able to connect to the Internet even if Bob is the only SDN-enabled device in the infrastructure-less network. This could be done through a standard MANET routing protocol such as OLSR.

e) Security: Though SDN can be used to improve network control and traffic policy enforcement, keeping the network secure and guaranteeing confidentiality, integrity, and availability is quite challenging, especially in the types of heterogeneous networks we are considering. In particular, in an infrastructure-less network with independently-owned end devices also acting as forwarding nodes, it may be difficult to establish trust and ensure a secure channel end-to-end. Since a wide variety of threats ranging from jamming at the physical layer to worms at the application layer must be considered, solutions will likely need to take a multi-layered approach.

Although security in MANETs has been explored in the MANET community [5], security challenges are exacerbated by the heterogeneous SDN architecture which needs to employ a distributed control plane using independently run controllers.
While a switch in an infrastructure-based network may easily be configured to securely connect to a pre-determined controller, devices and controllers in infrastructure-less networks must discover each other without prior knowledge of the network topology. Furthermore, it is not enough that control messages successfully and securely reach their destination; both endpoints must be able to trust each other, i.e., before accepting control, forwarding nodes need to be able to trust that the discovered controller is not malicious. Likewise, the controller must be able to trust that forwarding nodes that have accepted control are following instructions. For this trust to exist, mechanisms must be in place to ensure the legitimacy of nodes and controllers, the authenticity of the control traffic, and to verify that devices act as expected in response to instructions.

f) Distributed Control Plane: Heterogeneous networks may span multiple domains of control. As illustrated by our use case, an ad hoc network may have gateways connecting to two different infrastructure networks. While previous work [4] considered using a transparent proxy to allow multiple controllers, devices in an infrastructure-less network must be able to discover and connect to multiple controllers on their own as they may not be able to rely on an outside proxy.

g) Flexible rules and actions: Current specifications that target infrastructure-based networks often limit the types of rules that can be performed on flows, often due to performance or hardware constraints. Although the latest OpenFlow 1.3 specification already supports user-specified flow match fields, compliant switches do not have to support this feature and are only required to handle a small, pre-defined set of rules. Because of the inherent heterogeneity and limitations of wireless infrastructure-less networks, supporting flexible rules (e.g., flow matching on custom headers) is critical to enable SDN in these kinds of networks.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, motivated by the vision that future internets will comprise infrastructure-based and infrastructure-less networks, we explore the use of the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm in these so-called “heterogeneous” networked environments. To make the case for SDN in heterogeneous networks, we examine an application scenario in which SDN is a key enabling technology. We also identify the additional requirements imposed by the SDN paradigm and discuss the research challenges they raised.
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